
A God 1131 

Chapter 1131: dead light off 

While Wang Yi was leisurely inquiring about the world's information in the city, an unexpected visitor 

also came from outside the city. 

On a hillside outside the city, there was a black wind, and the black wind howled and swept in. For a 

while, sand and rocks were flying, and some rocks on the ground were directly blown into powder by 

the black wind, and a figure landed. It was a tall mountain... 

In the Great Xia Dynasty, Guan Tiansi. 

Qin Tianguan casually recorded a sentence on the bamboo book, and then went to do other things. 

"What do you have to do with the power of the paper people?" Wang Xuan asked. Those people were 

ruthless. In order to get the fragments of the old holy decree, they did not hesitate to sacrifice blood to 

a large cave. 

At the same time, when he was in the Realm of Immortals, Wang Xuan also had conflicts with them and 

killed a boatload of paper figurines. He didn't have a good impression of those paper figurines. 

See the latest content, please. "Light it later, the incense can lead you into the top-secret spiritual 

space." The paper cat opened its mouth to inform the situation, and the voice of a sparrow came out. 

"What do you have to do with the power of the paper people?" Wang Xuan asked. Those people were 

ruthless. In order to get the fragments of the old holy decree, they did not hesitate to sacrifice blood to 

a large cave. 

At the same time, when he was in the Realm of Immortals, Wang Xuan also had conflicts with them and 

killed a boatload of paper figurines. He didn't have a good impression of those paper figurines. 

"What do you have to do with the power of the paper people?" Wang Xuan asked. Those people were 

ruthless. In order to get the fragments of the old holy decree, they did not hesitate to sacrifice blood to 

a large cave. 

At the same time, when he was in the Realm of Immortals, Wang Xuan also had conflicts with them and 

killed a boatload of paper figurines. He didn't have a good impression of those paper figurines. 

Get the red envelope, please. 

"Brother An? We only met in the afternoon, and we met again at midnight, by fate!" Wang Xuan 

hurriedly greeted him, and finally knew who he was. 

Soon, a pitch-black owl flew into the closed space of the high spiritual world, stared at Wang Xuan and 

knew that he was a newcomer. 

"Brother Hong Teng?" Wang Xuan asked. 

Sure enough, it was him, manifesting a slightly dark face, and said, "I always like Qin Cheng, the **** 

who bullies senior brother the most?" 
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Wang Xuan is speechless, is he notorious? 

Then, a coquettish red lotus floated in, this time it was easier to identify, it should be Qi Miao, and it was 

her, and thanked the mechanical pig after entering: "An Hong, thank you, I really like the Atlas of 

Yuanshen. " 

"Okay, don't irritate him," said the sparrow. 

Then, he turned his head to look at Wang Xuan, and said: "Although they are all of us, like-minded, but 

the heart of guarding against others is indispensable. Next time you come in, put it in the spiritual 

treasure. If there is a change, there will be a change." Enough confidence to protect yourself." 

Wang Xuan had already seen that paper cats, mechanical pigs, red lotuses, etc. were all top treasures, 

which could entrust the primordial spirit and burst out extremely powerful power. 

"There are still a few people who have traveled far or are in retreat, so they may not be able to 

participate." Yanque said. 

Here are all powerful figures who have broken the limit twice, and also represent the top wizards in the 

Pingtian Starfield. They have all become immortals and are stranded in the present world. 

Yanque said: "Well, this is the newcomer Qin Cheng, the famous freshman thorn, so I don't need to 

introduce more? He helped some of you win the scriptures, and also made some of you go bankrupt, 

hehe." 

The mechanical pig's eyes widened immediately, and An Hong was very dissatisfied. 
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Chapter 1131: When people die, the lights go out. But no one doubts this ability 

After all, the talent that the Peacock Monster Clan is best at is originally the star shift. Her technique has 

the same effect as Dou Zhuan Xing Yi. 

After defusing Cao Yuwei's attack this time, Mr. Mei did not rush to attack, but just stood still. 

Cao Yuwei frowned slightly, is this little girl's perception so sharp? After he melted his armor with 

flames, he had other methods. If Young Master Mei kept up with the attack, then he was sure to use this 

method to restrain her. The saber was slashed out again, the powerful saber intent was a bit stronger 

than before, Cao Yuwei also followed the saber with his body, united with the saber, and went straight 

to Young Master Mei. 

In Young Master Mei's hand, Tianji Ling once again made the mysterious circle of the sky, and with an 

instant transfer, he switched his position. While resolving the opponent's attack, it also resolved the 



opponent's lock. And the next moment, she was already on the other side. The golden-red light on Cao 

Yuwei's body disappeared in a flash. If she hadn't dodged quickly, there would undoubtedly be another 

ability coming. 

Fight consumption! She seemed to be fighting Cao Yuwei for consumption. 
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But no one doubted the origin of this ability. After all, the best talent of the Peacock Monster Clan was 

to move the stars. Her technique has the same effect as Dou Zhuan Xing Yi. 

After defusing Cao Yuwei's attack this time, Mr. Mei did not rush to attack~www.mtlnovel.com~ but just 

stood still. 

Cao Yuwei frowned slightly, is this little girl's perception so sharp? After he melted his armor with 

flames, he had other methods. If Young Master Mei kept up with the attack, then he was sure to use this 

method to restrain her. But Mr. Mei didn't step forward, which made it have to interrupt the ability that 

was originally ready to go. 

The saber was slashed out again, the powerful saber intent was a bit stronger than before, Cao Yuwei 

also followed the saber with his body, united with the saber, and went straight to Young Master Mei. 

In Young Master Mei's hand, Tianji Ling once again made the mysterious circle of the sky, and with an 

instant transfer, he switched his position. While resolving the opponent's attack, it also resolved the 

opponent's lock. And the next moment, she was already on the other side. The golden-red light on Cao 

Yuwei's body disappeared in a flash. If she hadn't dodged quickly, there would undoubtedly be another 

ability coming. 

Fight consumption! She seemed to be fighting Cao Yuwei for consumption. 

Chapter 1132: Exterminate the demon and refine the heart 

In the wilderness. 

hum! Wang Yi suddenly launched a will attack, and his eyes became extremely vast and empty! 

Mastiff Zun was extremely vigilant: "This person is very mysterious. Since he dared to look for me, his 

strength must be extraordinary. I have to be careful. If something goes wrong, I will..." 

It hadn't finished thinking "huh?" It felt the scene in front of it changing, and the invisible force even 

began to affect its soul, and its scarlet eyes suddenly became confused. 

But it quickly followed 

Chapter 1133: mystic holy spirit 

In the Undersea Cave Mansion, a mediocre man in green clothes sat quietly cross-legged on a spotless 

stone bed. 
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"Brothers are also god-level wills, equivalent to the gods of this world." Wang Yi thought. "Based on 

their strength, plus the large number of powerhouses who entered the Infernal Building this time, there 

are no less than dozens of god-level wills. Such a huge power is almost invincible based on my 

understanding of this world." 

"But they have explored for so long, and there is still nothing 

Chapter 1134: to meet 

Yueli Kingdom is considered a small country in this continent, and the country was founded by a top 

power of the Holy Spirit. On a huge wilderness in the territory. In the wilderness there is a grand canyon 

as deep as a million miles long. There is a team that is slowly advancing. 

The side of the road is very sparse, except for a few ancient trees with a long history, there is no other 

vegetation. 

"Let's go." 

"Don't dawdle, after passing this canyon, you will soon reach the place where you are staying." 

"It's really tiring, to 

Chapter 1135: you are a devil 

Yueli Kingdom, the queen's bedroom. A stunning beauty covered in light gauze walked on the soft 

carpet with bare jade-like feet. The beautiful face is full of infinite style, which looks gorgeous and 

radiant. 

"Your Majesty." The two guards outside the bedroom saluted respectfully. 

This is the bedroom of the Queen of Yueli Kingdom, and only her closest and trusted people can 

approach it. 

"Thank you for your hard work." Queen Yueli rolled her eyes like looking at each other, and with a word 

of praise, the two Holy Spirits 

Chapter 1136: 3 Phase Demon God 

Queen Yueli's beautiful face suddenly sank, and she said displeasedly: "Mr. Jiang, I entertained you with 

good intentions, what do you mean?" 

"Still pretending." Wang Yi had a half-smile but not a smile: "It's useless for you to pretend any more. 

You're hiding it very well, but unfortunately you can't hide it from me." 

"It's really surprising that the majestic ruler of a country actually degenerated into a devil. I've only 

heard of it in stories circulating in the mainland..." Wang Yi's surprised expression. 

Wang Yi's words let the queen 

Chapter 1137: God of War 

The power that Wang Yi erupted just now was too terrifying, it scared Queen Yueli a little. 
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Wang Yi was scanning his surroundings, thinking to himself. "This palace is really a bit tricky. I used the 

"Lieyuanshu" blessing to show the most powerful will tricks, and only then broke this palace." 

at this time. 

"You are obviously a holy spirit, why can you explode with such a strong force?" Queen Yueli looked at 

him in shock. 

Although Wang Yi's will is still called the holy top, 

Chapter 1138: What kind of people are these gangs! 

"Wow~~" The whole world was dark red, and the boundless and monstrous water flow turned into a 

blood-colored water cocoon. Every drop of blood is extremely poisonous. The ordinary Holy Spirit falls 

into it, and it will erode and fall in an instant. 

And Wang Yi was trapped in a **** water cocoon. 

Around him, there is a mass of chaotic and dark light, resisting the erosion of the blood river. 

"How can I last so long in my "Boundless Blood Prison"?" The Three-phase Demon God was also very 

surprised and angry, " 

Chapter 1139: Don't panic, you are dead! 

Although I don't know where the four big bosses on the opposite side came from, but looking at this 

aggressive posture, I can tell that the other party's intentions are not good. 

Demon gods and gods are born enemies, so there is nothing to say. 

The three-phase demon **** gave up the blood cocoon without hesitation, condensed four blood 

shadows, and flew out in four directions. 

There was a **** afterimage in front of Master Cangli and the other four, as if the three-phase demon 

**** was attacking them all at the same time. 

"Careful, she's going to run away 

Chapter 1140: booty 

"Junior brother, will you be with us next? At least there is a support." Master Cangli asked. 

Wang Yi politely refused: "No, brother, I should refine this demon god, and I may not be able to spare 

time to be with you." 

Seeing Wang Yi's refusal, Master Cangli did not force him. "Okay then, be careful and let me know if you 

encounter difficulties." 

"Thank you, brother." Wang Yi was full of gratitude. Master Cangli took good care of him from the very 

beginning. 
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